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The Story of an Overwhelmed, 

Exhausted and Overworked Mom 

Entrepreneur 

 

Circa 2009.  

 

I had been working as a freelance writer for little over a year and was 

blessed to be swamped with client work and website assignments. I was 

writing for nearly 4 different websites and at least 5-6 private clients.  

 

Yes, I was busy.  

 

The only other thing was that I also had a home to manage and take 

care of, a wee baby to nurture and tend to, and a husband to love.  

 

Yes, I wasn’t alone and my responsibilities were many. 

 

So, I started waking early, going to bed late, getting out of the house less 

in my attempt to do it all.  

 

The result? 

 

 3 months later, I was sitting at my table in tears, angry, resentful, 

irritable and feeling guilty as hell.  

 

My home was a mess with piles of laundry threatening to take over the 

whole house, my daughter, though just a baby, was getting clingy and 

my husband felt that all I did was spend time in front of the laptop.  

 

This was NOT how I pictured life as a work-at-home mom when I 

started.  
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I had thought working from home would be easy-peasy. Working when 

I wanted to on projects I liked. Being my own boss. Spending time with 

my family. Bliss.  

 

Bliss?  

 

This was far from it.  

 

I thought long and hard, and realized I would have to change the way I 

worked both at home and on my business if I had any hope of it 

succeeding or me lasting as an entrepreneur.  

 

It was time to get real, take action, and make my time work for me.  

 

I put together systems and routines, schedules and plans, streamlined 

processes, and made life organized and easier for everyone to follow.  

 

Yes, I changed the way I played the game and today, nearly 5 years 

later, I juggle multiple businesses and waayyy more client work and 

projects than ever; with all my responsibilities as a mom, home 

manager, and wife with ease.  

 

Last year, I wrote over 200 blog posts, 3 eBooks, managed social media 

for 7-10 small businesses and of course, took vacations regularly, taught 

my daughter the basics of baking, switched to a healthier and more 

active lifestyle. I share this not to brag or anything but to give you an 

idea of how much of an impact these changes have had. 

 

This eBook is an account of everything I did to make this happen.  
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Productivity 2.0: Supercharging Your 

Days as a Work-at-Home Mom 

 

“My goal is no longer to get more done, but rather to have less to do.”  

― Francine Jay 

 

Truer words were never spoken.  

 

Yes, productivity is not just about doing more. It is about creating more 

impact with less work.  

 

We can all be busy as hell and achieve nothing. You can run around the 

whole day and not cross off a single thing from your list.  You can burn 

up your insides with the stress of juggling multiple responsibilities and 

still feel as if you’ve not done enough.  

 

OR 

 

 You can be relaxed and easygoing and yet achieve more in an hour.  

 

You can find time for yourself and for what matters most and say 

goodbye to guilt.  

 

You can move through your days with grace and peace and at the end of 

the day, have done all that you set out to do.  

 

You can be healthier and happier while building your business, boosting 

profits and of course, baking cookies with the kids. **smiling** 

 

Yes, productivity 2.0 is about finding and fixing time 

management and productivity solutions that work for YOU 

and your life’s season, whatever that may be.  
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What this eBook will do is: 

 

 Inspire you to make productivity a priority so that both peace in 

the home and profits for the business increase.  

 

 Help you identify business areas that will benefit from systems 

 

 Find the best systems and productivity solutions for your business 

 

 Empower you to create systems for the home.  

 

 Help you identify your most productive times and create a routine 

that works for YOU.  

 

 Give you the tools you need to create more impact with less work 

as a mom entrepreneur.  

 

And all this in just over 40 pages.  

 

Yep, a productivity book shouldn’t suck up your time, right?  

 

It is my sincerest hope by the time you finish reading this eBook, you 

will have everything you need to supercharge your days as a work-at-

home mom.   

 

But none of it will be useful, unless you TAKE ACTION.  

 

To help you take action, at the end of every chapter, I have included 

Weekly Tasks and Words of Inspiration.  

 

Completing the Weekly Tasks will help you move forward and see your 

progress, motivating you while the Words of Inspiration are well, meant 

to do just that. Inspire.  

 

Are you ready? Let’s rock this baby, and make this year your best ever!  
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Chapter 1 

 

Making Productivity a Priority 

 

Unless you consider being productive a top priority in your life, chances 

are you’re NOT going to work on boosting it.   

 

That’s right.  

 

As busy moms juggling home, business, babies and more, we work 

ONLY when something is critical to our lives.  

 

Why should productivity even be a priority, you ask? 

 

 Being productive will mean you will get more done with ease 

and without getting cranky or stressed.  

 

 Productive people are generally more fulfilled and happier 

than those who don’t get things done on time and when 

needed.  

 

 Productive folks are healthier and happier since they have time 

to take care of themselves while taking care of others.  

 

 Productivity equals peace and profitability. When you get 

things done at home – meals, cleaning, errands, there is peace. 

When you get things done at work – product launches, service 

solutions, client projects, there is profit. Simple.  

 

So, there you have it.  
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Productivity is and should be a priority. However, it shouldn’t be 

equated with busyness nor should it be considered a mad rush of 

hectic activity.  

 

Busyness = Productivity and other Myths Dispelled 

 

How often have you answered the question, “How are you?” with “ 

Good.. Busy.. Busy”?  

 

I’m sure more often than you’d like to remember. Right?  

 

Somehow, in today’s technology-driven world, we equate busyness with 

productivity and doing more, when in reality we aren’t doing any of 

that.  

 

 Being productive is NOT about being busy all the time.  

 Productivity is NOT about being a slave to the clock.  

 Being productive is NOT about sticking to a rigid schedule or 

using time management software! 

 Productivity is NOT about shiny apps and gadgets.  

 

So, I hear you ask,  “What is productivity?” 

 

Productivity is Peaceful AND Profitable  

 

Productivity, in my humble opinion, is about being peaceful and 

profitable. Whether you’re at home or at work.  

 

Putting together systems and creating solutions that allow you to FREE 

up your time so that you can do more of what you love or what you have 

to without stress and distress.  

 

Productivity is an understanding of how to take control of time {and not 

be in control of it!} 
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Productivity is about using solutions and systems that work for YOU 

and your life’s seasons.  

 

Productivity is about flowing freely through the day while doing 

everything you set out to do.  

 

Productivity is about understanding how you function best in your 

many roles as a woman, wife, homemaker, professional, mother, friend 

and then, use that understanding to manage your time.  

 

Yes, productivity is a priority and it is all about bringing in peace, 

balance, and worth into your life as a work-at-home mom. 

 

Words of Inspiration: “If you spend too much time thinking 

about a thing, you'll never get it done.” ― Bruce Lee 

 

Weekly Task: Time to get things done, mama.  Grab a piece of paper 

or if you’ve printed this out, jot down below 3-5 areas of your life that 

are suffering because of busyness and unproductive practices.  

 

It can be your health because you don’t have time to cook. It can be 

your business because you get torn between home and work. It can be 

your family’s happiness because of constant arguments about what 

didn’t get done.  

 

Rank these productivity pain areas from 1 to5, with one being the most 

painful.   

 

The first one is what you will focus on working on this week using the 

tips and tools in this eBook.  
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Chapter 2 

Productivity That Works for YOU 

 

Throughout this book, you will find me stressing the importance of 

putting YOU in your equation with productivity.  

 

As I discovered 4 years ago, for me to be productive, I’d have to review 

MY life, routine and needs and use solutions and systems that fit them.  

 

In this chapter, we’re going to look at simple yet effective ways to create 

your productive lifestyle.  

 

From finding your peak times for work to getting more time easily in 

your day, we’ll look at all this and by the time you finish reading this 

chapter, you would be ready to create a schedule or routine that WILL 

work.  
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2 Ways to Find Your Most Productive Time  

 

One of the best ways to get productive is to know when you work best.  

 

Your productive time will be unique to you and therefore, it is essential 

that you start here. 

 

This productive time will be the time when you can pack in focused, 

uninterrupted and dedicated work easily and effortlessly.  

 

I work best in the wee hours of the morning. The hours of 4:30 A.M to 

7:30 A.M are sacred for my business. I can knock off pretty much 80% 

of my work if I can get these hours in. I say, “if” because sometimes, it 

isn’t possible for me to work during those hours. A sick child, visiting 

relatives, changes in seasons. Yes, but since I know that this is my 

productive peak, I try to get these hours in as much as possible.  

 

So, how do YOU know what is your productive peak time?  

 

There are 2 ways to find out:  

 

1. Spend 2-3 days jotting down what you do and when you do it. At 

the end of 2 days, you will see a clear pattern. There will be hours 

when you packed away tons of work while there will be time slots 

when you just didn’t feel like doing anything remotely productive.  

So, the hours when you do a lot will in all likelihood; be your 

“productive peak time” while the others will be your “productive 

coast time”.   

 

2. Alternatively, if noting things down is not really your style, 

mentally review the last week or 3-5 days to find time slots when 

you felt you were “in the zone”. When things got done as if by 

magic, when you breezed through your to-do list and didn’t bat an 

eyelid, when you enjoyed working on projects. Review the time 

slots when this “magic” happened. It’s okay if you can’t really 

pinpoint the hours, having a broad idea will work.  
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So, say, during the last week or so, you breezed through most 

tasks on Mondays and Wednesdays between 8 AM to 10 AM and 

then, again, on Thursday between 9 AM to 11 AM and on 

Tuesdays and Fridays, you were in the zone between 7 AM to 10 

AM. So, we can safely assume, that your productive peak time will 

be between 7 AM to 11 AM.  

 

Once you know what your productive peak time is, it is time to 

leverage that and pair it with tasks that energize you and excite you. 

Naturally, this wouldn’t always be possible but you can try. Also, 

remember to get the big rocks out of the way when you’re at your 

productive peak.   
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3 Time Management Lies to Stop Telling  

 

It’s time to be honest. And quit the lies. Yes, in order to personalize and 

supercharge your productivity, you need to stop telling these time 

management lies. I know. We pride ourselves on being honest but when 

it comes to productivity, we lie.  

 

Wanna know how?  

 

Here are the 3 lies you need to stop telling right now:  

 

I don’t have time  

 

Here’s the thing. You HAVE the time. What you don’t have is the 

will/desire/need to use it wisely to get whatever you want to do done. 

You choose to spend the time you DO elsewhere instead of on the 

projects or work that you have to do.  

 

Fib Fix: You can fix this by simply doing what needs to be done ASAP. 

Find an accountability partner or think of an unpleasant consequence 

that will motivate you to get off your butt and get your time back. 

 

When I have more time, I will… 

 

How many of us {including yours truly} have said this? “When I have 

more time, I will exercise/write that book/run the marathon/visit the 

salon/read more/sleep more.”  Truth is, you will never have more time. 

You will always have the same 24 hours every day, all your life. Your 

needs will change. Your priorities will shift. Your responsibilities will 

alter. But you will always have the same amount of time.  

 

Fib Fix: Each week, commit to doing ONE {just ONE} thing that you 

have been putting off because of a lack of time. Be accountable to 

someone and set consequences for yourself should you not finish the 
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task. Whether it is cleaning out the mudroom or organizing your 

business finances, no matter how unpleasant it is, do it.  
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I’ll do it tomorrow/I am going to do it later 

 

Ahh.. The gift of procrastination. We love it and hate it. I’ve done it 

more than I’d ever care to remember and trust me, the results are never 

pleasant. I’ve had to deal with sleep deprivation as I struggled to meet 

deadlines and have had to pay late fees because I thought I’ll pay the bill 

“later”. Yeah, don’t set vague deadlines. Be specific.  

 

Fib Fix: For each of the line items on your to-do list, set a deadline. 
Again, hold yourself accountable or find an accountability buddy. 

 

 

I’ve mentioned accountability buddies in all three cases. It is vital to 

have someone hold us responsible for our actions. For me, it was {and 

is} my husband.  

 

For you, it can be a friend, a spouse, a relative or people in a group. 

Depending upon what works best for YOU, choose an accountability 

partner to keep you motivated.   
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4 Ways to Create YOUR Most Productive Day 

 

Well, now that you know what is your productive peak time and you’ve 

identified the lies you need to stop telling, it is time to get on to creating 

your most productive day or days, for that matter.  

 

Walk the Talk  

 

If there is one thing I hope that you take away from this eBook, it is this. 

“Walk the Talk” and not the other way round.  

 

If you say, you’re going to wake up early, do it.  

 

If you commit to checking email twice, do it.  

 

Too many people fail at time management simply because they talk the 

walk. They say the right things but fail to do them.  

 

Your productivity can never be supercharged if you don’t take action on 

what you say you will do to manage your time.  

 

Be Prepared  

 

The Boy Scouts motto holds good in this case {as it does in pretty much 

everything else}.  Whether it is being prepared for your day or your 

projects, make sure you take time out to have everything you need 

ready. Being prepared will ensure you get things done without using the 

excuse that you didn’t know/didn’t have/didn’t get.  

 

Make The Right Efforts 

 

Want to supercharge your productivity?  

 

Supercharge the efforts you make.  
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If your time management system isn’t working even after you’ve 

customized it to fit your life, are you trying hard enough?  

 

If you know that your productive peak time is between 9PM to 11 PM, 

are you trying hard enough to pack your Most Important Tasks or MITs 

into that time slot or are you comfortable just pushing them to the next 

day and spending your most productive time watching reruns?  

 

Yes, making the right effort, trying harder and putting more into your 

time management is what will help you rock your days.  

 

Choose the Right Tools  

 

Whether you work best with pencil and a regular wrist watch or need a 

nifty online application, make sure you choose the right tools to help 

you manage your time.  

 

How do you know which tools are perfect for you?  

 

 Pay attention to your personality and preference.  

 Choose tools that you’re comfortable using. However, if there is a 

newer, better tool that you have to learn about, do that. Don’t let a 

lack of knowledge stop you from using something that can help 

you kick ass.  

 Don’t collect tools like souvenirs. If your need is being met with a 

current tool, say a notebook, don’t go for a fancy planner just 

because it is the rage. Keep things simple and minimal.  
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5 Ways to Expand Your Time and Make It Count  

 

While I know that you can’t have “more” time per se, you can still work 

on expanding that time and doing more with less.  

 

The number one item on every work-at-home mom’s wish list will 

probably be “get more time”.  Yes, we all want to get more hours in the 

day as we juggle work, home, family, and social commitments. 

 

While we all know that we have the same 24 hours in the day, there 

are ways of expanding those hours and making them count. 

 

Here are some simple yet effective ways in which I have been 

able to  ‘expand time’ as a work-at-home mom: 

 

1. Deal with Correspondence Twice a Day 

 

Whether it is phone calls, emails, text messages or notes, assign two, 

maybe three, time slots to it and then stick to those. I check my email 

first thing in the morning and then, again in the evening, before I wrap 

up for the day.  

 

Whenever I do this, I instantly get more time added to my day. I say, 

“whenever” because I, too, often forget about the importance of setting 

time slots for correspondence.  

 

Yes, I do.  

 

However, I quickly notice how checking email frequently eats up my 

time as does replying to messages and get back to my set time slots. 

 

Mini Challenge: Try it for ONE day and see if it makes a difference to 

how much time you have. Turn off email and message sound 

notifications and check your phone or laptop just twice in the day. 
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2. Skip or Drop Activities That Don’t Enrich, Enlighten or 

Empower You 

 

I stopped listening to the news or reading the newspaper nearly 18 

months ago and I don’t miss it. At all.  

 

I save nearly an hour every day by doing this and trust me, I get all the 

news I need from people around me.  

 

 I’d rather spend my time learning, having fun, getting 

healthier or simply, relaxing. 

 

Mini Challenge: Choose ONE activity that doesn’t leave you feeling 

energized, excited, entertained and that you can easily drop from your 

routine. 

 

 3.Use Waiting Time for Easy Work Activities 

 

Time in the car, time in the waiting room, time in a queue are 

all open windows for you to use for easy work-related 

activities, such as your designated time slot for replying to email or 

returning phone calls. I use it for catching up on business reading on 

my Kindle. It keeps me entertained and educated about trends and 

information that matters to me. 

 

Mini Challenge: Find ONE thing that you can do when waiting for 

kids, the doctor or just about anyone else. 

 

 4.Set Deadlines As Much As Possible 

 

I don’t know about you, but for me, the thrill of a deadline hanging over 

my head makes me work faster and better. I set deadlines for even the 

posts I need to write for my blog and not only for client work.  
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Not only that, I like to set a timer so that I just focus on writing and 

don’t waffle on research or faff around on Facebook. It is an instant 

productivity booster and an easy way to get more time in your 

day. 

 

Mini Challenge: Set a deadline for ONE activity today and see if it 

makes you go faster and work better. 

 

 5.Find Out Where Your Time Goes 

 

Finally, you need to know where your time goes. What do you spend a 

major chunk of your day on? What are the small activities that take up a 

lot of time? Doing this will help you identify what needs to be delegated 

or dropped as well as what needs a better system of working.  

 

For instance, when I noticed that sweeping and mopping the house 

everyday took a large amount of time that I could easily spend with my 

daughter or on business, I knew it was time to hire help and outsource 

this. I also decided to set working hours, curb distractions and basically, 

make my work time count. 

 

Mini Challenge: Keep a time tracker either on a sheet of paper or 

online using a tool like, Rescue Time to track your time and see what 

activities can be dropped or delegated. 

 

To get more time as work-at-home moms, we need the right plan in 

place. Try the mini challenges. One a day and in 5 days, you’ll have 

more time and hours in the day to help you kick ass this holiday season 

as a mom, entrepreneur and homemaker. 

 

Words of Inspiration: “It is not enough to be busy... The 

question is: what are we busy about?” ― Henry David 

Thoreau 

 

http://www.themomwrites.com/2012/02/timers-to-manage-your-time-a-simple-but-effective-way-to-boost-productivity.html
http://www.themomwrites.com/2012/01/hire-house-help.html
http://www.themomwrites.com/2012/01/work-hours-work-at-home-moms.html
http://www.themomwrites.com/2012/03/time-management-wahm-dealing-with-distractions.html
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Weekly Task: Find out what YOU are busy doing this week and when. 

Identify your productive peak times and work to expand those. Also, 

the next time you catch yourself “fibbing” about time, stop! 

 

 

Chapter 3 

Creating Systems That Work for 

Your Business 

 

To be honest, I don’t think I would be able to manage multiple 

businesses and the work they involve if I didn’t have systems in place. If 

you want to rock your business and not lose your sanity in the process, 

please don’t take another step until you’ve set up systems in place.  

 

What are Systems?  

 

“Systems” is just a fancy term for automated or semi-automated 

processes that help you do more in less time and with lesser effort.  

 

For instance, if you have an FAQ page on your website, it can be a 

system for dealing with customer queries that will otherwise require 

detailed emails or phone calls.  

 

However, setting up systems, like any other time management solution, 

needs thought and yes, personalization.  

 

5 Areas for Systematizing Your Business 

 

Let’s look at 5 areas that can benefit from systems for any business:  

 

1. Emails and Social Media 
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I use Gmail Canned Responses to deal with most emails that 

require standard replies. You can do the same. Here’s how to use 

canned responses.   

 

1. Identify 1 or 2 emails that you send out on a regular basis.  

2. Log into your Gmail account, go to the cog or gear-like icon in 

the top right hand corner 

3. Choose: Settings, then Labs 

4. Scroll down to Canned Responses and select “enable” 

5. Scroll to the bottom and save changes 

6. Open a new email message and the Canned Response option can 

be found under the Subject Line window of your new email  

7. Write the email you want “canned”, give it an easy-to-identify 

name it save and you're good to go! 

8. When you need to use it next, all you’ll need to do is click “Canned 

Responses”, tweak the email and ta-dah, you’re done.  

 

For social media, business blogging and networking, I use a 

combo of tools and planning templates.  

 

I manage Twitter from Tweetdeck, while I use Facebook and 

Google+ real time and from their dashboards. For Pinterest, I 

either pin images real time or I use Pingraphy. I spend 20-40 

minutes on my personal networks every day, replying to 

comments and acknowledging retweets, shares, mentions and 

messages.  

 

However, I can do social media real-time only because I plan out 

my social media and blogging strategy using a blog and social 

media marketing calendar template. Download it from the 

Toolkit.  

 

You can either use tools like Hootsuite, Tweetdeck, Pingraphy for 

scheduling your updates or you can manage social media real 

time as long as you can stay focused and not get sucked into the 

black hole. 

 

http://www.tweetdeck.com/
http://www.pingraphy.com/
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2. Bookkeeping and Finances 

 

Streamline and organize your business finances and bookkeeping 

with a DIY tracker like the one in the Productivity Toolkit or with 

online tools like, Outright.com and Shoeboxed. With services like 

these, all you need to do is scan and send in your receipts, bills 

and invoices and come tax time, you have everything you need at 

your fingertips.  

 

Alternatively, if like me, you positively hate number-crunching, 

you can consider hiring someone to manage your accounting.  

 

3. Client Intake Procedures 

 

Spend some time setting up a client intake or onboarding system. 

What questions will a new client or customer have? This is 

particularly relevant to service providers but even if you have a 

product-based business, think like a new customer and try to 

answer all the questions and either set up a website page or create 

a welcome packet to go with your product.  

 

4. Customer Database Management 

 

Keeping track of existing, previous and potential customers can 

be tough. You can either opt for a tool like, Infusionsoft or simply 

be like me and note them down in a simple spreadsheet.  

 

Using a tool like, Infusionsoft, has the advantage that once you set 

things up, they run pretty much automatically. Not just that, it 

allows you to do MANY things at one go – capture leads, view 

sales, segment customers, qualify and distribute leads and tons 

more. If that’s what YOU need, go for it! 

 

5. Customer Service Management  

 

http://bit.ly/SzGOmb
http://www.infusionsoft.com/products/features/crm
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You can set up systems for this either by hiring a virtual or in-

person assistant to answer the phones at your office or by setting 

up an autoresponder system using Infusionsoft or Mailchimp or 

by outsourcing it to a customer service provider, such as ZenDesk.  

 

Alternatively, you can let your client intake system take care of 

customer queries. It all depends on what product or service you 

offer and whether customers will have lots of questions, a few or 

none at all.  

  

http://eepurl.com/oJPtr
http://www.zendesk.com/
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Why Systems Can Suck and How to Avoid That 

 

Systems can suck. That’s right. They can become a real pain-in-the-you-

know-what.  

 

Here is why:  

 

 The reason systems suck is because we choose systems that work 

beautifully for someone else.  

 

 We choose systems because they are perfect for XYZ blogger or 

business owner.  

 

 We don’t choose systems that meet our needs or business 

requirements.  

 

 We create the system but then don’t update it when our business 

grows or progresses.  

 

 We create the system but fail to work it.  

 

How to Avoid the System Suck Syndrome 

 

Work the system. Yes, systems will not work unless you work them. 

They will suck if you don’t choose them properly.  

 

Play with a system. Give it a trial run for 2-4 weeks.  

 

See whether it really fits your needs, frees up your time and helps you 

do more with less. If it does, it is a win.  

 

Set it up and remember to update it as your business grows and 

changes.  
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What Systems Does Your Business Need?  

 

Words of Inspiration: “Simplicity boils down to two steps: 

Identify the essential. Eliminate the rest.” ― Leo Babauta  

 

 

Weekly Task: Time to embrace simplicity and systems for your 

business! Out of the 5 areas mentioned above, what systems can YOU 

put in place to free up your time right now and create more impact 

with less effort? 

 

 Choose one. That’s right. ONE area only. Find a system that fits your 

style, budget and preferences. Play with it and then, once you’re sure it 

is the perfect fit. Move on to the next area for systematizing. Have fun! 
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Chapter 4  

Creating Systems for the Home 

 
My home would be a battle zone if it weren’t for strong systems in place.  

 

Seriously.  

 

I have shared with you earlier how overwhelmed and nearly mad I was 

at one point of time and systems were the one thing that helped me get 

back on track.  

 

Whether you work-at-home, out of it or are a stay-at-home mom, you 

need systems for your sanity.  

 

Systems for the Home = Secret Productivity Supercharger 

 

Want to see how you can expand your time instantly? Set up a system. I 

am yet to meet a home manager who runs an efficient home without 

having a system of some sort in place. Systems for the home are the 

secret productivity supercharger that help us do more in less time and 

with greater impact.  

 

Best part is that systems for the home aren’t complicated. They’re 

simple yet powerful.  

 

Imagine having a system in place for your dinners? All you’ll need to do 

is glance at what needs to be cooked, grab the ingredients from your 

stocked pantry and get to work. This simple yet powerful system is one 

that many of you will recognize. It’s Menu Planning. **smiling** See, 

simple and powerful.  
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5 Areas for Systematizing Your Home  

 

Here are 5 more areas of setting up systems for the home:  

 

1. Cleaning and Housekeeping  

 

Having a system in place for housekeeping jobs is a great way to 

not just have a reasonably clean home but also, free up your time 

and reduce your stress.  

 

Some ways in which you can set up a system for cleaning 

chores are:  

 

Print out and follow a cleaning schedule. I recommend using a 

blank one that lets you fill in what YOU would like to clean on a 

particular day.  

 

However, if you like ready-to-use printables for more focused 

direction, that’s good too!  

Again, YOUR cleaning schedule is YOURS alone. 

 

See the planners and lists mentioned in point #5 that talks about 

Home Management Notebook creation.  

 

Hire help. I struggled with this decision for long but once taking 

it, I have not once regretted it. The money I pay to my cleaning 

lady has helped me make more money with my business and 

spend time with my daughter.  

Win! 

 

You can read my story about hiring help  here.  

 

Assign chores to family members. Have a system in place for 

regular cleaning chores that other family members can help out 

with. Whether it is getting your teen to dust the house weekly or 

http://www.themomwrites.com/2012/01/hire-house-help.html
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your spouse to take out the trash, assign chores, print them out 

and put them up where everyone can see them.  

 

2. Dealing with Mail and Other Papers  

 

A simple system for paperwork can work wonders to keep you 

organized and in control. Here are some ideas to help you set up 

your system: 

  

 Sign up for an online paper management system, like 

Shoeboxed. Works wonders.  

 Reduce the amount of paper coming into your home by 

going digital. I haven’t bought a magazine in over 3 years 

now.  

 Have an organized filing system to store papers that you DO 

need. Again, choose one online in the cloud, like Evernote, 

or an actual filing cabinet if that is what you need.  

 Deal with paper as soon as it reaches your hands. File, scan 

or trash.  

 

3. The Clutter Control System  

 

Clothes, toys, kitchen utensils, books, shoes. A lived-in home has 

plenty of stuff and if you don’t curb it, it can take over your home.  

 

However, you can’t spend the whole day picking up and 

organizing, can you?  

 

I can’t.  

 

So, I have systems in place to deal with clutter:  

 

 A Donation Box to hold everything that we no longer need 

or use. Having this out and handy helps everyone to simply 

drop their stuff into it and then, once it fills up we just take 

it to the shelter.  

http://bit.ly/SzGOmb
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 A monthly purge for closets, book shelves and toy boxes to 

organize, sort and put away things.  

 

 A one-in, one-out rule for most things – books, shoes, 

clothes, and now, toys.  

 

 A Gift Box. Yes, I recycle gifts, especially when they’re 

duplicates or things that none of us need or use.   

 

There are plenty of clutter control ideas on the blog as well. I’ve 

included some of the more popular posts in the Bonus Reading 

section.  

 

4. Your Health and Self-Care System  

 

You need to take care of yourself in order to be productive at work 

and at home. Having systems in place for your health and self-

care will help ensure that you take precautions, live well and are 

able to do what you want to do.  

 

 Schedule and write down doctors’ appointments in your 

planner at the start of the month.  

 

 Menu plan to make sure you’re eating healthy. Want to get 

started with menu planning? Here’s a complete series on 

menu planning for work-at-home moms. 

 

 Take time out for yourself. 10 minutes, 15 minutes, a whole 

hour. It doesn’t matter. Just spend some time on your own. 

Schedule it in your calendar or planner if you have to. Don’t 

ask me how I know, but this trick works.  

 

 Organize your medicine cabinet and put up a clipboard with 

a list of common medicines and what are they used for. That 

way, when you aren’t at home and your husband is having a 

headache, he’ll know where to go and what to take. 

http://www.themomwrites.com/category/home-management-101/de-cluttering
http://www.themomwrites.com/category/home-management-101/meal-planning
http://www.themomwrites.com/category/home-management-101/meal-planning
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Remember to sort through your meds regularly and discard 

the ones that aren’t good any longer. Also, remember to 

keep the cabinet locked, especially if you have small kids at 

home.  

 

 

5. The Home Management Notebook  

 

Finally, put together a home management notebook. It may take 

some time and cost you a little in terms of paper and printer ink, 

but it will be your brain on paper.  

 

Trust me.  

 

You will have everything YOU need, when you need it, where you 

can find it easily.  

 

From contact numbers or menu plans to after-school activity 

schedules to your exercise plan, your home management 

notebook can and will include all the systems for your home in 

one easy place.  

 

Best part, you can again customize it to suit your 

personality. I’ve dabbled with a few so I know what it’s 

like.  

 

Some good options include:  

 

Organizing Life as Mom – I love this ePlanner by my friend 

Jessica Fisher of Life as Mom, and continue to use many of the 

printables includes in this 200+page home management ebook.  

 

Home Management Printables – This set of simple but practical 

printables, again by someone I know and admire, Mandi Ehman 

of Life Your Way are ones that I have personally used and 

included in my notebook this year.  

http://bit.ly/STAplF
http://printables.yourway.net/home-management-notebook
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List PlanIt – A HUGE site dedicated to getting all the lists you 

need at your fingertips. You can read my review here.   

 

What Systems Does YOUR Home Need? 

 

Words of Inspiration: “To be disciplined is to follow in a 

good way. To be self disciplined is to follow in a better way.”  

― Corita Kent  

 

Weekly Task: Time to get self-disciplined this week! Ready to kick your 

home organization and systems into gear? Identify the ONE system 

you will be putting in place this month. Find the perfect tool to help 

you do that and then commit to using it for at least 2 weeks.  

 

Need help with finding tools? Check out the toolkit or drop me an email 

at prerna@themomwrites.com. I’ll be happy to help! 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://bit.ly/QV5GTZ
http://www.themomwrites.com/2013/01/get-organized-the-easy-way-with-list-planit.html
mailto:prerna@themomwrites.com
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Chapter 5  

Productivity 2.0 Toolkit 

 

Here you’ll find tools to help you set up those systems and personalize 

them to rock your productivity.  

 

A few words of advice before you go crazy picking tools and 

playing with them:  

 

 Choose wisely.  

 

 If you have a system that is working for you, don’t break it by 

letting go of it.  

 

 Try a new system or tool for at least 2 weeks before giving up on 

it.  

 

Okay, enough talking, let’s play! 

 

To download these planners, simply click on the icon below the title of 

the respective planner. The planner will save directly on your system. 

All the planners are in Excel, making them easy-to-customize AND 

reuse. There are formula already included in budget and project 

management planners to make calculations quick and easy for you.  

The instructions for using planners like the Mompreneur’s Budget 

Planner and the Social Media planners are included in the download 

itself. 

 

 The Productive Mompreneur’s Daily Planner  

 

 

http://www.themomwrites.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/The-Productive-Momprenuers-Daily-Planner.xlsx
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 The Productive Mom’s Daily Planner  

 
 

 The Productive Mompreneur’s Weekly Planner 

 

 
 

 The Productive Mom’s Weekly Planner 

 

 
 

 The Productive Freelancer’s Project Management Planner  

 

 
 

 The Productive Mompreneur’s Budget Planner- Monthly AND 

Yearly 

 
 The Productive Mom’s Budget Planner- Monthly AND Yearly 

 

 
  

http://www.themomwrites.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/The-Productive-Moms-Daily-Planner.xlsx
http://www.themomwrites.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/The-Productive-Persons-Weekly-Planner1.xlsx
http://www.themomwrites.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/The-Productive-MOMs-Weekly-Planner.xlsx
http://www.themomwrites.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Project-Management-for-Freelancers.xlsx
http://www.themomwrites.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Budget-sheet-for-momprenuers.xlsx
http://www.themomwrites.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Budget-sheet-for-moms.xlsx
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 The Productive Person’s Business Blog Editorial, Social Media 

and Marketing Calendar  

 
 

 

 

More FREE Tools to Get Productive 2.0 

 

Evernote: A seriously kickass personal database management system. 

Everything you need, when you need it. Paperless living simplified.  

 

Cobook: For Mac and iPhone users, a unified contact management 

system.  

 

Astrid: I love this cool to-do list system, even though I am a paper-and-

pencil gal.  

 

Bonus Reading Material for Productivity, Peace and 

Profits 

 

How to Stay Productive When Business Starts to Grow 

Instant, Effective Productivity Boosters for Busy People 

Get Accountable to Get Productive and Achieve Those Goals 

Is Your Email a Productivity Killer? 

Top 7 Tools for Greater Productivity: A Downloadable Toolkit 

Free Home Management and Productivity Tools 

Home Management Tips for Tough Times 

WAHMs and Home Management: What Works and What Doesn’t 

   

http://www.themomwrites.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Blog-and-Marketing-Calendar.xlsx
http://evernote.com/
http://www.cobookapp.com/
http://astrid.com/
http://work.yourway.net/how-to-stay-productive-when-business-starts-to-grow/
http://work.yourway.net/5-instant-effective-productivity-boosters-for-busy-people/
http://www.themomwrites.com/2013/01/get-accountable-to-get-productive-and-achieve-those-goals.html
http://www.themomwrites.com/2013/01/is-your-email-a-productivity-killer.html
http://www.themomwrites.com/2012/12/top-tools-for-productivity-wahm.html
http://www.themomwrites.com/2011/01/free-home-management-and-productivity-tools.html
http://www.themomwrites.com/2011/02/home-management-tips-for-tough-times-and-pretty-much-all-the-other-times-as-well.html
http://www.themomwrites.com/2012/01/wahms-and-home-management-what-works-and-what-doesn%E2%80%99t.html
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About the Author  

 

 

Thank you so much for reading through Productivity 2.0: More 

Impact, Less Effort. It is my hope that you are now armed with 

everything you need to create more impact with minimal effort, at home 

and at work.  

 

My name is Prerna {pronounced “prayer-na”}. It is 

an Indian name that means “Inspiration”.  **smiling** 

 

I’m a mom who wears many hats – business blogger, social media 

manager, freelance copywriter and web content expert.  

 

However, my most favorite hat is that of being mom to Manini and wife 

to Mayank, who I’m blessed enough to also work with.  

That’s us this Christmas! **smiling** 
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I am the editor and owner of The Mom Writes and a columnist for 

several leading websites, including The Mogul Mom, Life Your Way, 

Life as Mom and others.  

 

My “work” is helping busy and overwhelmed work-at-home moms put 

systems in place, get focused, learn how to boost their profits without 

breaking the bank and of course, have serious fun while working from 

home. You can find out more about what I do and working with me by 

clicking here.  

 

Besides this eBook, I’ve also written 2 other eBooks for work-at-home 

moms.  

 

 
 

How to be a Work-at-Home Mom: The Happily Ever After 

Guide to Leading the WAHM Life is a 70-page guide to help YOU 

map out a successful and intentional work-at-home life. From finding 

business ideas to boosting profits to managing your time and efforts to 

taking care of yourself, this eBook is the guide I wish I had when I was 

starting out.  

 

http://www.themomwrites.com/
http://www.themomwrites.com/hire-web-writer-social-media-expert-business-blogger
http://www.themomwrites.com/store/how-to-be-a-work-at-home-mom-ebook-the-happily-ever-after-guide-to-leading-the-wahm-life
http://www.themomwrites.com/store/how-to-be-a-work-at-home-mom-ebook-the-happily-ever-after-guide-to-leading-the-wahm-life
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Summer Sanity Savers for the Work-at-Home Mom  is your 

go-to guide to help you have a productive, profitable and peaceful 

summer. I know how overwhelming it can get when the days are long 

and hot, the kids are cranky and your clients demanding. This eBook 

will show you how to put systems in place to help make your summer 

enjoyable, exciting and of course, empowering for YOU and your 

business.  

 

Yes, I like planning and being productive in a way that inspires and 

enriches me and doesn’t make me feel as if I’m a hamster on a wheel. 

But guess, you already know that! **smiling** 

 

My passion is writing and connecting with other mom entrepreneurs all 

across the world.  

 

So, please feel free to email me at prerna@themomwrites.com should 

you want to share your journey or ask me a question or work with me.  

 

Better still, join me in my free community for work-at-home moms and 

stay accountable to your goals and productive plans. Click here 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/107118004578792562118 

 

You can also hang out with me on Twitter @themomwrites and on 

Facebook  and yes, Pinterest.  

 

And don’t forget to sign up to get FREE tips and tools for being a work-

at-home mom! 

 

http://www.themomwrites.com/summer-sanity-savers-for-the-work-at-home-mom
mailto:prerna@themomwrites.com
http://www.twitter.com/themomwrites
https://www.facebook.com/TheMomWrites
http://pinterest.com/themomwrites/
http://eepurl.com/hnWw6
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Thank you for being a reader! I am humbled and honored that you’ve 

trusted me with helping you create your most intentional and 

productive life as a work-at-home mom.  

 

Here’s to a powerful, peace-filled, productive YOU!  

 

Cheering you on,  

 

Prerna 
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Ready to Take Productivity 2.0 Further?  

 

How would YOU like to map out your personalized productive plan and 

acquire the skills and tools that work for you and your goals?  

 

Join me for my Productivity Power workshop where you’ll get a package 

of 3 one-on-one Personalized Productivity Power sessions with me to 

help you set up your systems, map your goals and rock your life as a 

work-at-home mom.  

 

You’ll get:  

 A pre- call questionnaire to help you identify your top 3 

productivity challenges.  

 A 60-minute power-packed, Skype call, scheduled at your 

convenience, to help overcome those 3 challenges. To make 

it manageable and less overwhelming, we will be dealing 

with ONE challenge per call.  

 A post-call takeaway .PDF download outlining your action 

items, and sharing more tools and resources to help you 

breeze along and achieve your goals.  

 An accountability follow-up email after EACH call to help 

you stay motivated, inspired and fired up to cross those to-

dos off.  

 

Since I am committed to making sure you are at your productive 

best, you will get this package of 3 coaching sessions for $199 

instead of the regular price of $299.  Head over here and fill out the 

intake form now!  

https://secure.jotformpro.com/form/30291296164959
https://secure.jotformpro.com/form/30291296164959

